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HE William and Mary Quarterly used to boast a Trivia section devoted to humorous archival anecdotes sent in by its readers.
Tidbits about a wide range of human foibles were printed under headings that connected them to modern concerns. Sexual tales constituted a small but noteworthy portion of Trivia, joining anecdotes about excessive alcohol consumption, political corruption, and the curse of lawyers. "NEVER LET A WOMAN IN YOUR LIFE" included archival material on a "lady of delicate dress" who encouraged a drunken "young coxcomb" admiring her from behind to "kiss the part you like best," a "bachanalian" festival of "white and red men and women without distinction" who danced and made "sacrifices to Venus," and information about a cross-dressing "LADY in Man's breeches." Two decades later, an entry on "CAPITAL PUNISHMENT" told of a raped woman who selected "the SEVEREST punishment" for the man who had raped her: marriage.1
In the era of postmodern and feminist scholarship, we might deride these submissions as undertheorized and misogynist. But they had a clear theoretical foundation, grounded in the premise that there is humor to be found in human beings' eternal efforts to scratch the sexual itch. That itch was never the subject of historical inquiry; rather, it was presumed to be unchanging and collectively understood, today as well as 300 years ago. This is precisely why the sexual material-indeed, nearly all material-in Trivia was supposed to be funny: modern readers would be titillated by evidence of a familiar itch being scratched in frank, publicly visible, or deviant ways by the otherwise foreign people of the past. Contributions to Trivia rarely included scholarly treatment-the anecdotes were believed to speak for themselves. "Nudge, nudge, wink, wink" seemed to be the desired conclusion, and more often than not, the laughs were garnered at women's expense. The Quarterly's sanction of public laughter about sex ended in the wake of the feminist movement, the rise of cultural history, and the emergence of the history of sexuality as a dynamic field of inquiry. By historicizing matters once understood as universal and eternal, scholars of sexuality have connected sexual behaviors and desires to specific political, social, and economic contexts. Many have discovered links between this seemingly private realm of human experience and broader structures of power. Still others doubt the coherence of the category of sexuality itself, raising new questions about how scholars in the modern era can even begin to understand the complex relationships that contributed to the meanings and expressions of sexuality in the early American past.
This topical issue grows out of this new interest in the history of sexuality. It also reflects our interest in having early American scholars participate in defining this new field. When we decided on a conference and circulated the call for papers, we encouraged studies that investigated the historically contingent meanings of desire, pleasure, and physical intimacy; the impact of colonial ambitions, racial hierarchies, and gender relations; the erotic and the romantic; popular mores, etiquette, and legal regulations; and folk and scientific theories of reproduction. It is gratifying to see how this collection touches on so many of the themes that we initially hoped the conference would explore. 3. The bourgeois family played a central role in producing the normative sexual desire that was then policed publicly by such other institutions as the church, courts, police, psychiatrists, and prisons. Together, these institutions produced modern sexuality, which defines an individual's sexual identity according the objects of that individual's sexual desire.
4. Until this relatively recent epistemic shift, sexual desire was not understood to define identity, and identity was not understood primarily as sexual. Rather, sexual desire might affix itself to any number and variety of objects. What varied was not the quality or type of desire, which early modern people would likely have seen as undifferentiated, but the amount and government of that desire. Despite Foucault's contention that sexuality is a modern invention produced in part by nineteenth-century institutions and their regimes of the normal, early modern scholars have appropriated his conceptualization of sexual desires, mores, and identities infused and diffused by power.5 His work has helped to shift the focus of sexuality scholarship, opening up questions about the identities of individuals who engaged in same-sex relationships and sparking inquiries into the discrepancy between popular morality and legal prescription. Yet signs are abundant that the Foucauldian paradigm is breaking down on both ends of the chronological continuum. Twentieth-century historians like Regina Kunzel are increasingly dissatisfied with a theory that sees sexuality at the core of some fixed modern identity. Rather, they are turning to the early modern period, with its allegedly fluid, changing, and inchoate sexual personalities, for inspiration in explaining inconsistencies in modern sexual identities. Early modernists, meanwhile, are no longer satisfied with a theoretical framework that fails to explain repeated acts as evidence of a directed sexual desire in certain individuals. Reconstructing the sexual history of Nicholas Sension, a prosperous resident of Windsor, Connecticut, circa I640-1677, whose sexual interest in young men eventually became part of the public record, Richard Godbeer pointed out that, contra American applications of Foucault, the residents of Sension's community recognized and for many years tolerated the coherence and consistency of his sexual desire, treating it almost like an identity. In cases like that of Sension, a seemingly modern sexual self seemed to be at work. In the Forum, Bruce Burgett, Stephen Shapiro, Michael L. Wilson, and Susan Juster all take up the questions of desire, identity, chronology, and modernity left in the wake of Foucault and his revisionists.6
Writing after Foucault, several theorists have brought new vantage points to sexuality studies. Feminist philosopher Judith Butler suggested alternative ways to understand identity formation. Rather than seek identity in some authentic sexual self at the center of the modern personality, she urges that we find it in repeated acts and performances. Butler and others, including several influential literary scholars, opened up new questions and approaches to behavior and subjectivity that have contributed to the development of queer theory, one of the most innovative and provocative recent approaches to the study of sexuality. Anne G. Myles and Thomas A. Foster build on this perspective, providing, respectively, a compelling rationale for queer theory and a fascinating example of how one might use it to interpret a document.7
Feminist scholars have also pushed the investigation of the historical nature of sexual acts and identities. Even before Foucault, many argued that power always infused sexual relationships between men and women, adults and children, and masters and bound laborers. During the early I990s, several historians approached sexuality from the perspective of gender, tracking changes in efforts to control unruly, sexual bodies.8 Also in that decade, scholars began to examine sexual conflicts across racial and cultural boundaries as part of a larger colonial process. Several of the articles herein are informed by comparative history and situated in the larger fields of the Atlantic world, colonialism, and the rise of urban cultures. Taking as their starting point the way commerce, imperial aims, and migration created domains of power and webs of connection, these studies contextualize local patterns of illicit and interracial sex. Examining the distribution of sexual discourse and image in print and the specific policies of colonial regimes, the best of these studies recognize the gap as well as a relationship between representations of sexuality-playful, commercial, or official-and the sexual practices of people on the ground. Jennifer M. Spear, for instance, looks at early Louisiana for just these kinds of colonial dynamics, showing how Louisiana's institutional policies molded and solidified various racial boundaries. Sophisticated methodologies such as these promise to unpack the power at work in regimes of the normal, making visible the ways such regimes supported racial hierarchies and colonial relationships as well as categories of sexual deviance. These remind us that sexual desire and sexual behavior both need to be understood in the multiple contexts of region, demography, law, citizenship, the criteria for legal marriage, and the meanings of racial and ethnic difference.12
Early American sexuality has come a long way from the days when it appeared in the Quarterly primarily for its entertainment value. This collection showcases the vitality of this field and testifies to the many ways the history of sexuality is early American history. Scholars of print culture, politics, colonialism, race, and the Atlantic world can learn something new about their own fields from these articles. We hope that Sexuality in Early America will inspire others as much as it has inspired us to rethink the importance of sexuality to our understanding of early American life.
